Travel - Agency Sales Reporting

Client: Global travel group with 800+ member agencies
across North America and Australia.
Problem: Need to produce monthly sales reports for
members using data collected from over 150 suppliers
(airlines, cruises etc.)
Solution: Automated process for collecting and
validating supplier data, matching data to each member,
and then distributing sales reports

Before

After

q Manual and time consuming process with complex rules
for matching sales to members.
q Reliance on a rigid CRM system for reporting making it
hard to adapt to changes.
q Limited visibility, validation and exception reporting.
q Data not stored in an appropriate format for MIS reporting.

ü Fast, automated processing with “automated
matching” feature based on user defined rules.
ü Flexible solution with full use of SQL rather than a
proprietary query language.
ü Complete visibility and transparency around data
flow, mapping and calculation rules.
ü Storage of monthly revenue data in structured
tables for MIS reporting.
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Sample output:
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Matching Status Dashboard:
Ability to track matching status by
supplier

Ability to drill down into data,
see matching rule used and
apply overrides if necessary
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Key metrics:
ü Automation deployed in 3 months
ü Covers business across USA, Canada and Australia
ü Process is run monthly, distributing reports to ~800 members
ü Significant time savings with automated matching plus ability to re-run loading process
ü Subsequent phases to capture additional data
ü Sales data captured is now used for other processes, e.g. calculation of commissions
ü In-house staff have built new reports and processes for analysis of data (self-sufficiency)

About SolveXia:
SolveXia is an automation, data management and analytics platform used by banks, general and
life insurers, travel companies and other companies. The tool is particularly well suited to complex
and specialised processes that are repetitive and would otherwise rely on spreadsheets, Access
databases or macros. Users automate processes by configuring a series of drag-and-drop “robots”
capable of collecting, validating, transforming and calculating data.
SolveXia executes processes faster (at least 10x), produces more credible and consistent
information and enforces transparency and audit controls. By doing so, organisations are more
easily able to achieve strategic objectives in areas such as compliance, customer/partner
engagement and risk-mitigation.
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